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Exploring relevant technological and 
digital innovations that offer meaningful 

opportunities for blood service 
sustainability.



“It is often only times of 
crisis that push us to 

make significant change. 
Companies and 

organizations need to 
examine opportunities 
for both transformative 

and incremental change 
through technology 

across every point in 
their systems.”

From the Alliance of Blood Operators 
2022‒23 Horizon Scan.Graham Sher Photography
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Rate of technology uptake and impact

• Technological advancement 
is moving faster and faster

• We live in an age of 
continual innovation and 
modernization

• What is relevant, what 
makes sense and how 
should we harness the 
opportunities of this 
disruptive time?
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“Overnight digital transformation: Welcome to the year 2027, 60 months early”

• Organizations are being forced to find new ways of responding. 
• Many solutions are being achieved through technology acceleration.
• Digital strategies that were being mapped on a one- to three-year phase are 

being deployed in days or weeks.

The pandemic has accelerated "techification"
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• Technology has been a crucial part of the public health policy response to the 
pandemic, with artificial intelligence being used to accelerate scientific discovery 
and accelerating drug and vaccine development

• Sharp rise in the use of telemedicine and telehealth, using smart devices, 
sensors, remote monitoring

• Automation to enable contactless transactions of all kinds

The pandemic has accelerated "techification"
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• Our industry lags behind other commercial 
industries when it comes to leveraging 
technology and disrupting our value 
proposition.

• As technology becomes increasingly available, 
the costs decrease.

• The time to invest in both short- and 
long-term techification is now.

• It is essential for our industry to 
look at automated, technological and digitized 
options in a way that reassesses the entire
organizational approach.

Blood systems, the health sector and technology
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XR & collaboration
(quality & training, 
communications)

Smart sensors & internet of 
things (analytics & predictive 

maintenance)

AI (Machine learning etc.)
(Analytics & end-to-end optimization)

Industry
4.0

Digital platforms

Computer vision 
(safety & quality)

Physical robots

Autonomous 
vehicles 

(transportation)

Cybersecurity

Wearables
(safety &

communications)

Additive manufacturing 
(3D Printing)

Agile ways of 
working

Improving health 
outcomes

Industry 4.0
Conceptualizes rapid 
change to technology, industries, 
and societal patterns and processes 
in the 21st century due to increasing 
interconnectivity and smart automation.



Industry 5.0
• Humans with machines
• Individually personalized
• Greater people experiences
• Agile and resilient strategy
• Sustainable strategies
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• Embed technology across the organization
• Develop a future tech strategy and future-focused capabilities
• Pilot studies and partnerships
• Include future tech capabilities into both near and far decisions.
• Develop scenarios of what our industry could look like five to seven 

years from now with greater uptake of tech, and prepare for that 
potential disruptive transformation

How do we accomplish this?

ABO 2022-2023 Horizon Scanning Report



Examples of disruptive 
technologies from Alliance of 

Blood Operators
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Physical 
Robots
Impact Potential - High
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The opportunity

1
3

• Physical robots could be used across the end-to-end blood lifecycle to perform 
various tasks, ranging from improving donor engagement to improving 
efficiencies in blood processing locations.

• They can help in:
• Streamlining operations
• Improving production reliability/consistency, cost savings — reduction of 

waste, improved speed and quality
• Delivering efficiency, quality, and improving safety
• Potential for automated deliveries — leveraging fleets of autonomous 

vehicles/drones
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Example: Blood bag folding, labeling & verification automation 

1
4

• Sanquin developed a prototype 
to seal tubes, fold a blood bag, 
label and perform verification 
using automation

• The project is currently in its site 
acceptance testing phase

• Key goal: Use automation to 
offset resource availability 
challenges
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Example: Blood processing automation (Lifeblood)

1
5

• Lifeblood is assessing specific steps in the 
blood processing flow ripe for automation. 

• Scope could include integrated testing 
systems for one-touch testing, red cell 
filtration machines, blood bag folding 
robots, automated labeling, and robots to 
move boxes to fulfillment

• Key goal: Improve safety and quality

Filtration stripping 
& heat sealing

Automatic labelling 
& verification

Whole blood 
pack folding

Blood in 
sortation system
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Example: Robots for donor engagement

1
6

• Sanquin’s “Pepper”:
o A social humanoid optimized for human interaction
o Pepper moves around the mall (where the donor center is 

located) and communicates the plasma story and tries to 
acquire new donors

o Pepper helps with appointment scheduling post-donation

• Canadian Blood Services:
o The use of a natural language robot for increasing diversity 

in donor interactions
o Guides donors through the collections process in their native 

language and facilitates interactions with donor center staff
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Artificial 
Intelligence
Impact Potential - High
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The opportunity

1
8

• Blood services can leverage machine learning and deep learning models to 
make the end-to-end lifecycle “intelligent”

• This can help in achieving the following objectives:
o Reduced cost and optimized end-to-end lifecycle
o Improved donor and hospital experience
o Better chances of meeting patient needs
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Potential use cases

1
9

Illustration to show the possibilities, there are many more opportunities than the ones shown above
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Example: Blood drive prediction 

2
0

American Red Cross: Custom machine learning 
models were used to

1. Predict how many donors will show up for 
each mobile blood drive

2. What products might be collected that day

3. Make recommendations for collection event 
length and staff allocation requirements to 
maximize productivity
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Example: Personalized platelet collections 

2
1

American Red Cross:
Using machine learning to personalize the 
collection for each individual donor to 
maximize the product collected (based on 
donor time availability) and reduce 
discards.
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Canadian Blood Services:

• Implemented Clarabridge Natural Language 
Processing software to gather donor feedback. 

• Algorithm generates a “donor sentiment” from 
large amounts of natural language data as well             as 
a Net Promoter Score for each donor centre. 

• This enables assessment of the donor                
experience and shows donor-facing employees           
how they are doing.

• Now analyzing voice and text phone calls, social media 
comments, emails and website chat feedback, to 
highlight good practices and opportunities for continuous 
improvement.

Example: intelligent automation to enhance donor experience
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Examples: Computed vision analysis — red blood 
cell filtration verification

ARC Lifeblood:
Deep learning computer vision-based model in 
development that will use video feeds or pictures 
of blood bags to automatically assess if it’s 
acceptable to proceed (replaces human visual 
verification)
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Internet of Things
Smart Sensors, Analytics 
& Predictive Maintenance
Impact Potential — Medium/Low
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The opportunity
• Internet of Things (IoT is a network of devices 

(machines, everyday technology objects) that 
can be connected to exchange data.

• These devices could be anything from smart 
fridges, user devices like Fitbits, and phones to 
blood processing machines. 

• IoT can be used to reduce manual data entry. It 
can also be used to unlock rich data from 
devices and machines to derive new insights
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Potential use cases
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Example: Remote monitoring of hospital stock levels

• NHSBT:
o Has enabled remote monitoring of blood 

stock levels with 15 hospitals, allowing 
for triggering automatic restocking 
based on threshold levels

o In the future, data on how stock levels 
are being used could also help with 
building predictive models for better 
demand prediction
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• Smart shelves

• Integrated, real-time data between 
hospitals and blood suppliers

• Patient data that is connected to the 
product used in order to track 
efficacy

Modernizing blood operators’ relationships with 
hospitals — the future

WHY
• Increased efficiency 

• Less waste, less guess work

• Improved, data-informed patient outcomes

• Maintain control during times of volatility 
and unpredictability

WHAT
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29

Extended 
reality & 
collaboration
Impact Potential – Medium/Low
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The opportunity
• Extended reality includes all technologies like VR, AR, and MR. This along with 

collaboration technologies can help transform the way blood banks can interact 
with their constituents

• The value is in reduced costs (travel avoidance), improved constituent 
experience, and improved productivity

Virtual reality
Replaces reality and fully 

immerses the user in a digital 
environment

Augmented reality
Enhances reality by 

overlaying digital objects or additional 
information on the real world

Mixed reality
A combination of both VR and AR technology 
that allows for interaction with digital objects 

overlaid in the real world
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Potential use cases

Donors

Employees

Future

Reducing anxiety and fear of donating blood

Employee and volunteer training

Remote troubleshooting using augmented glasses

Advanced collaboration (mixed location experience)

Integrating with core systems for improving processes 
and productivity
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Example: Remote staff training
• American Red Cross:

o Virtual reality is an effective tool for 
staff training.

o Being used to train new 
phlebotomists.

o These technologies can not only help 
in reducing travel costs but also 
ensure a predictable and consistent 
training timeline.
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Example: Remote assistance 

• Canadian Blood Services and ARC 
Lifeblood:

o Reality solutions optimized for frontline 
workers used to improve efficiency and 
reduce travel costs.

o Hands-free products allow someone else 
to remotely assist the frontline staff with 
instructions and voice-enabled controls.

o Products suitable for remote training, 
audits, problem-solving and remote 
assistance.
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34

Other technology 
enablers
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Other technology enablers
1. Digitization: Automating manual processes using software technologies

a) Digital products: Off the shelf products or custom applications which can automate 
processes and maximize efficiency

b) Robotic Process Automation (RPA): Software bots which can be used to automate 
manual tasks with a low-cost basea

2. Cybersecurity: Necessary for ensuring continued brand perception and donor 
commitment

3. Blockchain, digital twins: Numerous futuristic possibilities
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Improving Health 
Outcomes
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Improving health outcomes
Blood services have a unique opportunity to help improve health outcomes for donors 
and the communities they serve. This could be done in the following areas.

Leveraging 
donor data

Leveraging 
population 

data

Display of donor data so that donors have insights into their health 
indicators and help increase awareness of potential health issues 
(e.g., hypertension).

Blood services have access to data for a representative size of the 
country’s population. This data could be used for population health 
indicators (including seroprevalence studies during pandemic).

Additional 
testing

Additional testing could be done along with a blood donation to test 
for general health indicators (cholesterol, cancer screening etc.).



How Canadian Blood Services is 
“techifying” our work in the current 

environment and the near future.

A snapshot of examples.
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Our 2019‒2024 strategic plan and key focus areas

Automation, digitalization and technology, while implicit in our 
2019 strategy, have been greater amplified in our strategy refresh 
as a result of the pandemic

2019: Key focus areas of original strategic plan established:

2021: Strategic plan addendum emphasizes additional areas of focus
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• Employees: Equipping employees with automated, digital tools to enable their 
success. 

• Donors: Streamlining digital communications with donors, using technology to 
better interpret and respond to their needs.

• Manufacturing and production: Automating and digitalizing how we 
manufacture products to increase safety and efficiency.

• Hospitals: Beyond the fax machine. Seamless integration with our customers.

• Product portfolio: Modernizing our product and service portfolio to meet 
changing clinical needs — the age of precision medicine.

Using technology to disrupt every aspect of our business
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HOW

• Automated, “smart” 
paperwork and forms

• Self-service capabilities for 
common employee needs 

• Cell phones and laptops
• Enabling remote work

Equipping employees with the automated, digital tools they 
need to be successful.

WHY

• Streamline workflow
• Improve efficiency
• Easier data collection to better 

understand the workforce 
• Improve quality and reduce errors
• Reduce employee turnover and 

knowledge loss (reduce costs). 



Digital engagement 
with donors
• Donors expect efficient, streamlined digital 

experiences and communication.

• Prior to the pandemic, we had implemented:
o Donor concierge kiosks in donor centres 
o The GiveBlood App 
o Digital “Q-Pass” (donor questionnaire) 

• Having these technology pieces in place 
made our shift to appointment-only donor 
events much easier. 
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• Objectives:
• Spread positive brand awareness
• Engage in thoughtful online conversations with the public 
• Drive donor recruitment
• Provide friendly, effective and efficient customer service
• Continue to innovate in digital media, meet audiences where they are, delivering 

content in a style they enjoy, while staying on brand and properly managing risk.
• Uses highlighted since COVID-19

• Unprecedented rate of policy change occurring throughout pandemic, social media 
helped communicate broadly.

• Used to identify issues, trending questions (monitoring comments) and 
communicate change more than we did before.

• Engagement, following continues to increase across all channels. 

Social Media
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• Pathogen inactivation 
technology

• Genomics and precision 
medicine

• Extended shelf-life products 
(e.g. freeze-dried plasma)

• Synthetic biology

Technological contributions to product safety 
and resilience

POTENTIAL OUTCOMESEXAMPLES
• Increased product safety
• Improved patient outcomes 
• More specific matches between donor 

product and patient
• Potential for less reliance on testing 
• Potential to adjust donor screening and 

increase inclusivity
• Less reliance on repeat, high frequency 

donors
• Greater security in product supply, greater 

resilience in unpredictable / volatile 
scenarios
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Concluding thoughts

• Technology is unfolding at a 
dramatic pace

• The road ahead will be very 
disruptive

• Blood services have many 
possibilities to explore 
technology opportunities and 
harness their benefits

• Understanding risk, benefit, 
cost and opportunity will be 
important ….. but opportunities abound!
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